Design and Performance Analysis of Double Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Generator
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Abstract

In this paper, a new permanent magnet generator structure was proposed in order to facilitate the implementation of the permanent magnet generator on small-scale renewable energy-based power generators. Detail characteristics of a double axial flux permanent magnet generator were analyzed. The proposed generator structure consisted of 2-sided rotors equipped with slots for placing permanent magnets. The stator side comprised 3 groups of coreless winding for realizing 3-phase output. Performances of the axial flux double permanent magnet generator were observed involving the output voltage, currents, and power. Two experimental scenarios have been tested to monitor the performance of the generator. In the first scenario, the loading condition which was represented by the star connection of 3 bulbs of 25 W has been considered. The rotational speed of the tested generator in this scenario was 501.9 rotation per minute (rpm). Under those loading circumstances, 3-phase sinusoidal output voltages with frequencies under 50 Hz have been monitored. Above 50 Hz operational frequency, the output voltage waveform slightly changed from sinusoidal to trapezoidal shapes. In the second scenario, the proposed generator was connected to the rectifier to form a DC system. The 45 W load has been considered in this DC scenario. Under the DC system test, 152.2 V output DC voltage, 0.1614 A current, and 24.976 W power have been monitored when the rotational speed of axial flux double permanent magnet generator was 847.9 rpm.
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Introduction

The axial flux permanent magnet generator was invented around 150 years ago [1]. With the increase trend of renewable energy, the permanent magnet generators design has been improving continuously to facilitate efficient energy conversion process in renewable energy-based power plant. The most popular application of permanent magnet generator involving axial flux permanent magnet generator is in small scale gearless wind generator design. It allows more compact design and efficient operation of small-scale wind conversion system. Moreover, the axial flux permanent magnet generator enables more apparent in a design with a large number of poles. Hence, low speed operation capability can be considered.

The invented generator structure has some advantages such as higher power density, better cogging torque and simple construction, resulting in more efficient and cheaper manufacturing costs [2]. Moreover, the axial flux type of generator ensures low distortion and purely sinusoidal voltage output waveform [3-5]. From a flux point of view, the geometry structure of the axial flux generator is an important feature to increase power density [6]. Effects of core shape, lamination, air-gap and core losses on the efficiency of Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Generator (AFPMG) with Finite Element Analysis (FEA) have been investigated. It was found that the dimension of the magnetic core should be minimized in order to improve efficiency and generator performances [7]. The increase in the power output of the generator can be achieved by increasing the number of coils. Therefore, in order to increase the output power without significantly change the generator construction, it is preferable to use a double-side rotor than single-side rotor configurations [9].
Enhancement of generator performance can also be achieved by considering the various configurations of the core. The core of the generator can be either slotted or slot-less which aims to reduce cogging torque and mitigate inductance losses respectively [10]. Moreover, the interaction force between the core and permanent magnet should be carefully considered to optimally reduce the cogging torque [11]. Magnetic force in axial flux generator potentially introduces larger mechanical pressure and vibration to the machine due to larger air gap in axial flux generator than in radial flux generator [9]. The air gap usually can be designed between 1 to 4 mm with considering the mechanical process of the generator. It is important to be noted that the dimension of the air gap influences the output of the generator [12]. Therefore, optimization of air gap dimension should be conducted in the design process of axial flux generators [13]. In a coreless type of rotor, the winding should be put into the non-magnetic material with isoelastic characteristics such as epoxy and polyamide. The coreless rotor type results in less weight of the generator and the absence of core loss and cogging torque. On the other hand, the drawback of the coreless type of generator is the increase of loss due to the eddy current effect in the field winding under the high-speed operation of the generator [13]. Lower magnetic fluxes which influence the efficiency of the generator also become a concern in coreless rotor type [14]. The other factor that influences the generator characteristic is the air gap. As previously mentioned, smaller air gaps would increase the output of the generator. Conversely, a higher air gap introduces more losses in generators [15].

In comparison with radial flux, axial flux permanent magnet generator has low cogging torque and higher power density and efficiency [16]. Higher power density in axial flux permanent magnet generator results in an increase in the operating temperature of the generator. Therefore, in axial flux generators, air gap design is important to reduce the operating temperature [17-21]. In order to achieve good generator performance in axial flux permanent magnet generator, stator and rotor design should be combined properly to reduce the power loss and increase efficiency [7,8]. Two side rotor design can be considered to increase the power output of the generator. Since the proposed design doubled the generator output power [22].

With all the benefits and limitations of an axial flux permanent magnet generator, it is important to find a suitable design in order to increase efficiency while maintaining the power quality of the machine. As mentioned before, a number of rotors potentially increase the power output without increase the dimension of the machines, hence it would not increase the cost significantly. In this paper, the characteristics and performance of the double-sided axial flux permanent magnet generator were comprehensively analyzed. The proposed generator considers 2 side rotor design with a permanent magnet. Moreover, in order to maintain power quality, the output of the generator is connected to the rectifier to converse AC terms output into DC terms output. The main contributions of the paper are proposing a simple design of double flux permanent magnet generator and providing a comprehensive analysis of the proposed generator. Moreover, it provides practical experimental setups to investigate and enhance the performance of the generator. The remainder of the paper is presented as follows: Experimental setup and methods are presented in Section II; the obtained results and discussions are given in Section III. Eventually, the conclusions were presented in Section IV.

Materials and methods

The design procedure of the double-sided axial flux permanent magnet generator is shown in Figure 1. The proposed double axial flux permanent magnet generator would be implemented to a renewable energy-based generation system that naturally has fluctuating features, intermittency and uncertain resource availability. With all those uncertainties, it is necessary to ensure a stable operation and power quality of renewable energy-based power generation. In order to mitigate the distortion of output voltage and reduce the harmonic content as a consequence of implementing unpredictable energy resources, the DC system was proposed. To facilitate power conversion from AC to DC form, the output terminal of the generator was connected with a rectifier to provide the DC voltage and current output. The proposed DC system was shown in Figure 1(a).

Performance of double axial permanent magnet generator was observed in no-load and loading scenarios. The loading scenario moreover, considered AC and DC loads in order to compare the performance of the proposed generator. The AC and DC loads were presented in terms of the DC and AC bulbs respectively. The output voltage, current and power were carefully monitored through an oscilloscope system. Furthermore, to obtain the comprehensive characterization of the machine at various rotational speeds, the shaft of the proposed generator was coupled with an adjustable speed electric motor. The experimental setup was depicted in Figure 1(b). In this paper, the double rotor design was selected to
improve the performance and increase the power output of the permanent magnet generator. The 3D design of the double axial permanent magnet generator was shown in Figure 1(c).

A detailed design of the double-side rotor in the proposed axial flux generator was depicted in Figure 2. In this research, the dimension of the generator has a length of 45 cm length, a width of 33 cm, and a height of 46 cm. The purpose of the small size design of the generator was to facilitate flexibility, simple installation and portable features. The proposed rotor design incorporates a double rotor type in
the left and right of the stator. The rotors and stators were connected with a shaft to rotate at a similar speed and direction. On each side of the rotor, 12 permanent magnets of neodymium type with 50×15×6 mm³ dimension were installed. Therefore, inside the generator, there were 24 permanent magnets on the rotor side.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2** Design of double-side rotor in proposed axial flux generator.

The stator side of the proposed permanent magnet generator is the copper winding with the number of windings is 9. Since the output of the generator is 3-phase, the windings are divided into 3 groups. Each group consisted of 3 winding. The conductor used in this design was a copper conductor with a 1 mm diameter. The number of turns in each winding was 300 turns. Moreover, the air gap between the rotor and stator was determined as 4 mm. The stator design of the double-sided axial flux permanent magnet generator was shown in **Figure 3**.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3** Stator design of double-sided axial flux permanent magnet generator.

The proposed design of the double-sided axial flux permanent magnet generator has an efficient natural cooling mechanism in the surface of the stator and rotor. The configuration of the permanent magnet was symmetric and parallel with the position of the stator winding with pole orientation of N-S-N-S. The pole orientation of rotor was complementary to each other.

In 3 phase constructions, the windings which was connected in series, was further divided into 3 different groups. Each group represented 1-phase output of the generator. It was compulsory to produce 3 identical output waveforms with similar phase angle to ensure a good quality of generator power output. Therefore, each group of winding should have identical shape, type of winding and number of turns. Total inductance in each phase can be stated as follows:
\[ L_{\text{phase}} = L_1 + L_2 + L_3 + \cdots + L_n \] (1)

\( L_{\text{phase}} \) represents a total inductance in each phase and \( L_1, L_2, L_3 \) and \( L_n \) are inductance values in each winding. \( n \) is the number of windings connected in series in single phase.

Involving the terminal output voltage in each phase, load voltage and voltage drop along the winding, the voltage relationship in each phase can be represented using the following equation:

\[ V_{\text{phase}} - V_{R\text{phase}} - V_{L\text{phase}} = 0 \] (2)

\( V_{\text{phase}} \) is phase voltage. While \( V_{R\text{phase}} \) and \( V_{L\text{phase}} \) represent load voltage and voltage drop of the winding respectively.

The Eq. (2) can be rewritten as a function of currents and impedance as given in the following equation:

\[ \frac{di_A}{dt} = \frac{i_A}{L_{pA}} (R_A + R_{LA}) \] (3)

\( i_A \) is phase current. \( L_{pA} \) is the total impedance of each phase. \( R_A \) and \( R_{LA} \) represent the load and winding resistance respectively.

Induction voltage in each phase is stated using the following equation:

\[ V_{LpA}(t) = -3N \frac{d\phi(t)}{dt} \] (4)

The coefficient of 3 represents number of groups winding that are connected in similar phase and \( N \) represents number of turns in each winding.

The power output of the generator was stated as follows:

\[ P_{\text{out}} = 3 V(t) . i(t) \] (5)

\( V(t) \) and \( i(t) \) represent the instantaneous voltage and current respectively. The power factor was assumed as unity power factor.

In balance multi-phase system, the total output power can be determined by multiplying the single-phase output with the coefficient number which represent the number of phases. Hence, the total output power in multi-phase system is stated as follows:

\[ P_{\text{out}} = m . V(t) . i(t) \] (6)

\( m \) represents the number of output phase.

As previously mentioned, power losses in generator is comprising of copper losses in the winding, core loss in permanent magnet and mechanical loss [10,17]. As the main windings are located in stator, the power losses depend on the design of the stator. The total copper loss can be stated using the following equation:

\[ P_{\text{cu}} = m . i(t)^2 . R_p \] (7)

In general, core loss is consisting of hysteresis, eddy current and anomalous losses [23]. The core lost can be presented as follows:

\[ P_{Fe} = P_h + P_e + P_a \] (8)

\[ P_h = k_h \left( \frac{f}{50} B_{pk} \right)^{1.8} W_{fe} \] (9)

\[ P_e = k_e \left( \frac{f}{50} B_{pk} \right)^2 W_{fe} \] (10)

\[ P_a = k_a \left( \frac{f}{50} B_{pk} \right)^{1.5} W_{fe} \] (11)
$P_e$, $P_{Fe}$, $P_h$ and $P_a$ represented the eddy current, core, hysteresis and anomalous losses respectively. $W_{Fe}$ represented core mass, $B_{pk}$ represented the peak of flux density in Tesla. While $k_a$, $k_e$ and $k_h$ represented the coefficient constant of anomalous loss, eddy loss and hysteresis loss respectively. According to the previous equations, the total efficiency of the generator ($\Delta P$) can be stated as follow:

$$\eta = \frac{P_{out}}{P_{out}+\Delta P} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Results and discussion

The first experimental setup considered a loading condition with resistive loads. Specifically, 3 bulbs of 25 W in star configuration have been considered in this scenario. The waveforms of the terminal voltage at the output AC side of the generator were monitored. It is important to monitor the voltage waveform and quality of AC terminal of the generator to decide whether further process such as filtering or rectification are required. Moreover, the rotational speed is increased gradually to determine the nominal operational speed of the proposed generator in 50 Hz nominal frequency.

Table 1 represented the monitoring results of the AC side generator terminal voltages. It was observed that the phase voltages of the generator had relatively similar magnitude values. The small difference of those magnitude values might be caused by some factors such as the shape of the coil which was not perfectly identical and non-uniform air gap distance which results in fluctuating effects of inductance values between permanent magnet and coil. Moreover, it was monitored that the terminal voltage of the generator was increasing proportionally with the increase of the rotational speed. As the speed was increasing, the frequency output of the generator also increased. It was monitored that the proposed generator can be operated in nominal frequency of 50 Hz in 501.9 rpm rotational speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>R-N (V)</th>
<th>S-N (V)</th>
<th>T-N (V)</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305.8</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501.9</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612.7</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718.7</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807.7</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>894.2</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>100.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1141.7</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>110.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 presented the 3-phase AC side voltage waveform of the axial double flux permanent magnet generator. It was monitored that in 240 rpm rotational speed, the waveform of the AC side output voltage was purely sinusoidal with the operating frequency is 20.5 Hz. The voltage magnitude of phase R was 17.4 Volt, phase S 16 Volt and phase T is 17 Volt. Figure 5 presented the 3-phase AC side voltage waveform of the axial double flux permanent magnet generator when it was operated at 417.2 rpm rotational speed. Similarly, it was monitored that the waveform of the AC side output voltage was purely sinusoidal with an operating frequency of 41.4 Hz. Moreover, the voltage magnitude of phase R was 32.7 Volt, phase S 29.9 Volt, and phase T was 32.2 Volt.
Figure 4 Three phase voltage output at frequency of 20.5 Hz.

Figure 5 Three phase voltage output at frequency of 41.4 Hz.

Figure 6 Three phase voltage output at frequency of 50.1 Hz.

Figure 6 presented the 3-phase AC side voltage waveform of the axial double flux permanent magnet generator under 501.9 rpm rotational speed. In this rotational speed, the operating frequency of the generator was 50.1 Hz, similar to the fundamental frequency of the utilities. Therefore, it can be observed that the proposed axial double flux permanent magnet generator can be synchronized with the grid within this rotational speed. The waveform of the AC side output voltage was purely sinusoidal. The voltage magnitude of phase R was 39.7 Volt, phase S 26.1 Volt and phase T was 38.7 Volt. As the rotational speed was continuously increased to 612.7 rpm, the operational frequency changed to 60.1 Hz. The waveform of the generator terminal voltages was changing into trapezoidal form as presented in Figure 7, with the magnitude of phase voltage was 48.7 Volt for phase R, 44.5 Volt for phase S and 47.6 Volt for phase T.
As presented in Figures 4 - 7, it was clearly observed that there were some concerns regarding the terminal output voltage at the AC side of the generator. The limitation of the manufacturing process resulted in the unbalanced position of the coil and non-uniform air gap. Consequently, the phase angle among phase voltage was not equal. In ideal conditions, the phase voltage should be separated by 120 to each other. However, the obtained results indicated an unbalanced condition of phase shift among those 3-phase voltages. The unbalanced in-phase voltages disturbed the current waveform significantly and deteriorated the power quality. Moreover, as rotational speed is increased, more deviation and distortion of voltage waveforms were monitored, indicated by a change of voltage waveforms from purely sinusoidal to trapezoidal shapes. The distorted voltage and current waveform increased the harmonic content in the system. High harmonic content would result in an increase in losses and heating problems. With those concerns, it is not allowed to directly connect the AC side terminal voltage of the proposed axial flux permanent magnet generator to the load. To solve the problem, the power quality and the distortion of AC side terminal voltages need to be improved. Among several options such as connecting an additional low pass filter at the AC side of the generator and drastically change the construction of the generator, it is preferable to convert the distorted AC form into free-distortion DC form voltage and current.

In second scenario, the AC side terminal generator was connected to a full bridge rectifier to overcome the power quality and mitigate the distortion problems of AC terminal voltage of the generator. To analyze the performance of the proposed generator and coupling the full-bridge rectifier, 2 experimental setups were used. The first experimental setup used a constant loading condition with a 45 W bulb and the second experimental setup considered fluctuating loading conditions. Figure 8 shows the correlation between rotational speed and DC voltage. Under constant loading condition, it was observed that the DC voltage was increasing proportionally with the increase of rotational speed. Higher rotational speed resulted in higher DC voltage. Consequently, as the DC voltage was increasing with the increase of rotational speed, the power output of the current also proportionally increasing as shown in Figure 9.
The second experimental setup for DC configuration of permanent magnet generator with rectifier analyzed the generator performance under load variations scenario. The correlation between output power as the function of the load is shown in Figure 10. The connected load was increasing gradually from 15 to 45 W with a constant rotational speed of 840 rpm. The output power was continuously increasing with the increase of connected load. At a loading condition of 15 W, the output power was 8.514 W. At a 25 W loading condition, the measured output power was 13.520. Under 30 and 40 W loading circumstances, the output powers of the generator were 16.314 and 22.948 W respectively. Finally, at 45 W of load, the measured output power was 45 W.

Conclusions

Design and experimental assessment of double axial flux permanent magnet generator were presented in this paper. The experimental results suggested that the AC side terminal voltage of the proposed generator has an unbalance phase shift and high distortion when it was operated at a higher rotational speed. To overcome the problem, the proposed generator was connected with a full bridge rectifier to generate DC form voltage and output power. From the experimental results, it was clearly monitored that the voltage of the generator can be increased by increasing the rotational speed. Therefore, the voltage can be controlled and regulated by adjusting the rotational speed of the generator.
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